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Our intuitive idea of a function is that it describes the dependence of one
quantity upon another. There is no condition on what kind of quantities
are involved. They could be integers, Turing machines, binary search trees,
window hierarchies, digital circuits or whatever. The possibilities are endless.
The idea of functional programming is that functions are described applicatively, by plugging together other functions. This recursive dependence
of functions on other functions bottoms out with the primitive operators. If
the primitive operators are “effective,” i.e., they can be used to calculate,
compute, construct or build one quantity from another, then all functions
expressed applicatively are similarly effective.
Imperative functional programming is the application of these ideas to
imperative computations. Quantities here are imperative computations and
functions denote dependences between imperative computations. Effectiveness of a function means that a computation produced from it can be effectively carried out whenever the input computations can be effectively carried
out.
It is often felt that imperative computations and functional programming
are in conflict. Adding imperative computations to a functional programming language is found to destroy its “referential transparency.” See, for example, [Abelson et al., 1985, Sec. 3.1] for a discussion of the issue. However,
in languages where such issues arise, imperative computations are thrown
together by extending or modifying functional computation. The idea that
functions denote dependences is lost in the process. In contrast, imperative
functional programming does not involve altering functional computation in
any way. It merely applies it to a new context, that of imperative compu1
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Table 1: Equational properties of the primitive operators
tations.

The imperative base
The basic imperative computations are familiar from vanilla imperative programming. They are
• expressions, which read the state and compute a value (“state readers”), and
• commands, which modify the state (“state transformers”).
As an example of a primitive operator on expressions, consider
+ : exp × exp → exp
For any two state readers a and b, (a + b) is the state reader that uses a
and b to read two numbers from the state and calculates their sum. As an
example of a primitive operator on commands, consider
; : comm × comm → comm
For any two state transformers a and b, (a; b) is the state transformer that
does the state transformation of a followed by the state transformation of b.
The key point is that “+” and “;” are functions. They satisfy the standard mathematical properties we expect of functions. One can write terms
over them and assert certain terms to be equal. Such equations are either
true or false independent of any context in which the terms occur. See
Table 1 for a sample of such equations.
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Computations of higher types
Imperative functional programming is not restricted to basic computations
along. The standard mechanisms of functional programming (and type theory) give us higher-type computations via product types, sum types, function types and recursive types. Thus, we envisage a type system with types
of the form:
t ::= a | exp | comm | t1 × t2 | unit | t1 + t2 | t1 → t2 | µa. t0
where a stands for type variables and µa. t0 denotes recursive type definition.
Product types give rise to a notion of objects. For example, the type
exp × comm denotes pairs that have an expression component and a command component. But, both the components can potentially act on the
same shared state. Therefore, we think of such values as “objects” with
an internal state and operations that act on the state. For instance, the
function
mkcounter : var → exp × comm
mkcounter v = (get(v), v := get(v) + 1)
produces a counter object with two methods: a state reader method that
reads the value of the counter and a state transformer method that increments the counter. Both the methods act on the same shared state (represented by the variable v).
Values of function types t1 → t2 denote object transformers that transform objects of type t1 to objects of type t2 . In general, such functions can
have their own internal state that they use to carry out the transformation.
The result of a function will be an object that acts on both the state of
the function as well as the state of the argument. Function application is
then a form of concurrent composition. The result object is obtained by
composing the function object and the argument object and letting them
interact. An example is the function add scrollbar : window → window that
adds a scrollbar to a window. The result object (window with the scrollbar)
incorporates the state of the original window as well as that of the scrollbar.
Beta-equivalence and other equivalences that one expects in a functional
language hold here. In fact, it has been proved that all the observational
equivalences that hold in the sublanguage without comm (a traditionally
functional language) continue to hold in the full language [O’Hearn, ]. So,
we have here a language that is both functional and imperative at the same
time. There is no conflict between the two.
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The language considered above is a fragment of the Idealized Algol of
Reynolds [1981], discussed in detail by Tennent [1988, 1991]. More sophisticated type systems and languages, based on similar principles, may be found
in [Reynolds, 1988, Swarup et al., 1991, Peyton Jones and Launchbury, 1995].
Also closely related are the Moggi’s [1991] monad-based computational metalanguage and its adaptation by Wadler [1992] for structuring functional
programs. The fact that higher-type computations denote objects with
hidden states is modelled semantically in [O’Hearn and Tennent, 1995] and
[Reddy, 1996] (more explicitly in the latter).

The case for imperative functional programming
Imperative and object-oriented concepts are ubiquitous in computing. The
principles of functional programming can help us get a handle on them. By
building functional languages on the base of imperative features, we combine the expressiveness and usefulness of imperative programming with the
elegant reasoning principles of functional programming. The terms of the
resulting languages are free of side effects, carry clear mathematical meaning
and satisfy mathematical laws. Such laws can be used for program transformations and proving program equivalences. The mathematical meaning
associated with programs helps us write equational (algebraic) specifications
for objects. The laws allow us to derive consequences of such specifications.
All the mathematical apparatus that one takes for granted in functional
programming becomes available.
The reasoning principles of functional programming are too useful to
be relegated to functional programming. Imperative programming is too
important to be ignored. A combination of the two along the lines outlined
here enriches both the paradigms and forms a fruitful direction of research
in programming languages.
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